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My Imprisonment and the First Year of Abolition Rule at Washington - Rose O'Neal Greenhow 2015-08-08
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Civil War - Patricia D. Netzley 2009-06-25
Lasting from 1861 to 1865, the Civil War pitted brother against brother and resulted in the deaths of well
over 600,000 soldiers. This encyclopedia provides information about a variety of topics related to the war
and its aftermath, including political issues, generals, battles and campaigns, armies, weapons and
ammunition, naval vessels, medical treatments, and aspects of daily life in the military and on the home
front.
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MY IMPRISONMENT & THE 1ST YEAR - Rose O'Neal 1814-1864 Greenhow 2016-08-27
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Wild Rose - Ann Blackman 2005-06-07
For sheer bravado and style, no woman in the North or South rivaled the Civil War heroine Rose O’Neale
Greenhow. Fearless spy for the Confederacy, glittering Washington hostess, legendary beauty and lover,
Rose Greenhow risked everything for the cause she valued more than life itself. In this superb portrait,
biographer Ann Blackman tells the surprising true story of a unique woman in history. “I am a Southern
woman, born with revolutionary blood in my veins,” Rose once declared–and that fiery spirit would plunge
her into the center of power and the thick of adventure. Born into a slave-holding family, Rose moved to
Washington, D.C., as a young woman and soon established herself as one of the capital’s most charming
and influential socialites, an intimate of John C. Calhoun, James Buchanan, and Dolley Madison. She
married well, bore eight children and buried five, and, at the height of the Gold Rush, accompanied her
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husband Robert Greenhow to San Francisco. Widowed after Robert died in a tragic accident, Rose became
notorious in Washington for her daring–and numerous–love affairs. But with the outbreak of the Civil War,
everything changed. Overnight, Rose Greenhow, fashionable hostess, become Rose Greenhow, intrepid spy.
As Blackman reveals, deadly accurate intelligence that Rose supplied to General Pierre G. T. Beauregard
written in a fascinating code (the code duplicated in the background on the jacket of this book). Her
message to Beauregard turned the tide in the first Battle of Bull Run, and was a brilliant piece of spycraft
that eventually led to her arrest by Allan Pinkerton and imprisonment with her young daughter.
Indomitable, Rose regained her freedom and, as the war reached a crisis, journeyed to Europe to plead the
Confederate cause at the royal courts of England and France. Drawing on newly discovered diaries and a
rich trove of contemporary accounts, Blackman has fashioned a thrilling, intimate narrative that reads like
a novel. Wild Rose is an unforgettable rendering of an astonishing woman, a book that will stand with the
finest Civil War biographies.
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Rose Greenhow's My Imprisonment - Emily Lapisardi 2021-05
More than one hundred and fifty years after her dramatic death by drowning, Civil War spy and
diplomatRose Greenhow remains as polarizing and controversial as she was in life. This scholarly edition of
her1863 memoirs enhances her work for the first time with copious footnotes, a complete index, and
anintroduction placing it within the context of her years in the nation's capital, her espionage, and
herdiplomatic mission to Europe.
Not Forgotten - Kenneth Bae 2016-05-03
For the first time since his two-year imprisonment in North Korea, Kenneth Bae recounts his dramatic
ordeal in vivid detail. While leading a tour group into the most shrouded country on the planet, Bae is
stopped by officials who immediately confiscate his belongings. With his computer hard drive in hand the
officers begin their interrogation and Bae begins his unexpected decent into North Korean obscurity. Bae’s
family and friends make immediate appeals to the United States government asking for his release. With his
family waiting patiently for any news of Kenneth’s well-being, Bae is forced to rely solely on his faith for his
survival. At his lowest point, Bae is confronted with the reality that he may not make it out alive. Not
Forgotten is a riveting true story of one man’s fight for survival against impossible odds.
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Scouts and Spies of the Civil War - William Gilmore Beymer 2003-01-01
The Civil War was the backdrop for the formation of numerous secret service organizations and the theater
for a host of characters involved in espionage from both the North and the South. The pool of spies and
scouts comprised diverse individuals, ranging from eager young volunteers signing up for ?extra dangerous
duty? for their respective armies to society ladies spying for both the Union and the Confederacy. ø At the
turn of the nineteenth century, William Gilmore Beymer went in search of the stories of these first spies and
recorded his findings in Scouts and Spies of the Civil War. Beymer?s endeavor was one of the first attempts
to move the study of Civil War scouts and spies away from the realm of ?cloak and dagger? romance stories
to historical research grounded in factual details. Included in this dynamic collection are personal
narratives told to Beymer by a few surviving secret service operatives; stories pieced together from diaries,
journals, letters, and archival research; and the remembrances of family and friends that tell of the
mothers, daughters, fathers, and sons who risked their lives for their cause.
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The Notorious Reno Gang - Rachel Dickinson 2017-05-01
The true story of the world’s first robbery of a moving train, and the real origins of the Wild West They
were the first outlaws to rob a moving train. But from 1864 to 1868, the Reno brothers and their gang of
counterfeiters, robbers, burglars, and safecrackers also held the town of Seymour, Indiana, hostage,
making a large hotel near the train station their headquarters. When the gang robbed the Adams Express
car of the Ohio & Mississippi Railroad on the outskirts of Seymour on October 6, 1866, it shocked the
world—and made other burgeoning outlaws like Jesse James sit up and take notice. The extraordinary—and
extra-legal—efforts to take them out defined the term “frontier justice.” In the end, ten members of the
Reno Gang were hanged, including three of the Reno brothers. The Notorious Reno Gang tells the complete
story for the first time, revealing how these gangsters, Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency, and the little
city of Seymour ushered in the Wild West.
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